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For release – 14 April 2016
Communication with the Non-Human by Melanie Bonajo premieres at EYE

Image: Melanie Bonajo, untitled, 2016 screens at Eye
The One Minutes Series of May is curated by Melanie Bonajo and is called
Communication with the Non-Human. The series premieres in EYE,
Amsterdam (NL) 3 May 7.15pm, followed by a screening of the first episode
from Kwaidan, her film of choice. During the month of May, museums and
cultural spaces around the world subscribed to The One Minutes Series will
show the series at their venues.
“What does a plant know? What goes on inside the mind of funny bot? Do
PMS dolphins turn into cranky bitches? All around us, complex systems of
giving and receiving are performed by rather ancient and marginalized
machines like corals, grass, seahorses and even rather primitive creatures,
such as dogs and families. Through practical observation, the multifarious
communication between humans and non-humans can be viewed as
responsive behavior, defined by one designating the future behavior of all.
Let's think over this arrangement for a while. Otherwise we might, in the
near future, end up belonging to that misunderstood class, at odds with its
environment.” Melanie Bonajo
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Participating artists:
Melanie Bonajo
Maia Lyon Daw
Kat Hunt
Ariel Future
Jessica Mitrani
Kalan Sherrard
Maxime Favre
Emma van den Berg
Dylan Spencer Davidson
Gerco de Ruijter
Müge Yılmaz
Rémi Voche
Ananda Serne
Alonso Vazquez and Toby Paul
Arta Balina
Francesca Lai
Pantelis Makkas
Bunny Michael
Jonatah Manno
Hallie Abelman
Misha de Ridder
Janina Frye
The premiere of Communication with the Non-Human is followed by a Q&A
with the attendant artists of The One Minutes. Then Melanie Bonajo will
introduce her film of choice Kwaidan by showing the first episode from this
horror anthology, The Black Hair (40 minutes). In The Black Hair a poor
samurai abandons his true love to marry for money. After a disastrous
marriage he returns to his first wife, only to find out that there’s something
ghastly wrong with her.
Melanie Bonajo’s rich oeuvre can be regarded as a multidisciplinary travel
guide to places off the beaten track, places seldom visited physically or
mentally.
In conjunction with EYE’s exhibition Close Up – A New Generation of Film
and Video Artists in the Netherlands, The One Minutes invited Felix Burger,
Janis Rafa, Helen Dowling and Melanie Bonajo to compile a series of oneminute films. The series will tour museums and cultural organisations with a
subscription to The One Minutes after the premiere at EYE during an entire
evening’s programme put together by each artist.

